SIMPLIFYING HEALTHCARE NETWORKS WITH

ADAPTIV BUSINESS CONNECT
Better patient care
powered by an Agile, Reliable
and Secure Cloud Network

Healthcare delivery is shifting closer to home

High number of oﬃce-based or independent physicians,
dental practices, retail clinics, pharmacies and labs

67%

72%

Physicians in
private practices

Dentists in
private practice

68,000

2,800
Retail clinics
in the US

95%

Labs are physician oﬃce
labs, independent labs
and other local labs

Community pharmacies
(independent and retail chains),
of which 1/3rd are independent

Network reliability, security, and simplicity are
critical success factors for distributed points of care.

Meaningful use of electronic health records (EHR) depends on
access to highly available, low latency bandwidth
As of 2017, nearly 9 in 10 (86%) oﬃce-based
physicians had adopted EHR

Excessive time is spent on
non-clinical, non-billable tasks

49.2% of a doctor’s oﬃce day
is spent on EHRs and desk work

Telemedicine expands revenue
potential but needs a fast,
smart and reliable network
Cost reductions of 15-30%
by shifting from hospital care to
distributed home-based healthcare

Secure network connectivity is critical for compliance
with HIPAA
Healthcare data represents 1/3rd
of potentially compromised records

Legacy networks are complex, costly and need
skilled IT resources to provide digital patient care

Adaptiv Business Connect ensures
seamless patient care across distributed sites

Agile and secure connectivity
for accessing patient records
and cloud applications

Crystal clear voice and video
quality for telehealth services

Centrally cloud-managed network
requiring no local IT skills

Always-on network for
zero disruptions to patient
care and staﬀ productivity

Enhanced conﬁdential data security
for HIPAA compliance

Adaptiv Business Connect is the simple cloud-managed
networking solution for healthcare providers.
Better connectivity that improves the patient experience,
scales quickly, and keeps patient health records secure.
Are you digitally transforming your healthcare services?
Get Adaptiv Business Connect to ensure you are always connected.
Contact us at sales@adaptiv-networks.com today.

FIND OUT HOW
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